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f fear had

a Web site, its
home page would feature
a lengthy pull-down menu of
Iinks. Many of its headings would
appear contradictory. That's
because fear, a primal emotion,
boasts a complex anatomy that
affects us in many different ways.
Here is just a sampling ofwhatyou
might find:
. Fear is your enemy.

. Fear must be controlled
before it controls you.
. Fear is a gift.
. Fear is a mind-slayer.
. Fear is a weapon.
. Feel your fear and move
through it anlway.
. Fear is a portal to power.
Let me clarify: Fear can be ally
and enemy, sayior and saboteur.

It isn't fear per se, but how you respond to fear that determines
whether it fills you with courage
or freezes you in place, whether it
renders you power-ful or power1ess. The decision is yours, but
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using fear as a survival tool ultimately hinges on
ability to tap its powers.

your

TipS Ond TOOIS
. Breolhe! Breathing helps you

stay present while main-

taining your energy flow. Controlled breathing also lowers

Fecr's Originol Foce
''Run! Fight! Drop!"

it

summons, while triggering the
adrenaline dump that preps you for ac-

tion. Fear also broadcasts subtle warnings that we call intuition. Instead of

it quietly nudges us

an electrical bolt,

to mosey along, to end that relationship, to change those locks. Heeding
t'ear's signal is often our

first and best

line ofdefense.

If fear solidifies, immobilizing you
in its grip, panic can then flood in and
hijack your mind. This phenomenon

can shatter your focus and drain your resefl/es" In the

con-

Cut of Body, Bock in Five
I

notfreeze? How do I stay in mybody?" These

questions, voiced in every scenario-based self-defense class

be

and complex motor skills vastly deteriorate; past 1/5 bpm,
you lose cognitive functioning. Lower-

ln fhe end, frue
fearlessness isn'f fhe
reducfion of feat
buf fhe ability fo
"go beyond" and use
fear fo your
advanfage,

textofself-defense,thishaspotentiallydireconsequences.

"How do

jacked up by adrenaline. Once
your heart rate surpasses 145 bpm (beats per minute), fine
your heart rate, which might

Fear's prime directive is to protect you and keep you alive.

ing your heart rate and center ofgravity calms a racing mind, allowing you
to collect yourself and strategize.

. Priorilizel Get to the bottom line
fast. Then focus on rvhatyou can do and

funnel all your energy into an escape
and survival plan. Staying focused is
crucial. We can all take a lesson from
Erica Pratt. When abducted, blindfolded and left in an abandoned

building, the seven-year-old chewed through her duct tape
bindings, smashed a window and summoned help from
neighborhood kids.
. Thicken your skin. Don't allow a predator's vile or frightening language get to you. Scan language for tone, content
and danger potential-then shake

I've ever taught, reflect women's unspoken nightmares: the

it offlike a coat of dust.
. Mointoin o pro-octive mindsel. Make conscious deci-

fear ofbeing frozen in a capsule ofterror, powerless to move

sions no matter how risky or lousyyour options maybe. By mak-

or yell.

ing choices and retaining an inner focus ofcontrol, you can radi-

Freezinghappens, although most often in moments and

seconds-and not just to women, but also to strapping cops
and military personnel. It's easy to understand: Being at-

cally reduce feelings of helplessness, regardless of outcome.

. Summon your will! Instead of relying on divine inter-

tacked brings a shock to the system that can cause one to

vention or the ethereal directive "May the Force be with you,"
force yourself! When it's time to act, pull it together and make

'choke"-go blank,

it happen.

be paralyzed, or even

disembody-which

. Become o force of nolure. This calls for a little

is precisely upon what a criminal is banking.

In truth, when faced with danger, most women aren't
paralyzed. They act to the best of their ability. Still, lost
seconds can cost them-and you-dearly. To stack the odds
in your favor, you need to blpass the freeze or panic response and get on with your "to do" list. Your goal isn't to
eliminate fear, but to make it work for you rather than
against you.

Ultimately, this means renegotiating your relationship
with fear and separating the wisdom it can bring from the
debilitating neuroses it more tlpicallybestows. As a former
psychotherapist, I assure you that this can take

timel
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for now, we'll take the shortcut. Should you find
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battering rams. Turn the vehemence of your attacker's words
and actions back onto him in a merciless strategy that

I call

"return to sender." Nothing is unthinkable, nothing is out of
bounds. In the end, true fearlessness isn't the reduction of
fear, but the ability to "go beyond" and use fear to your
advantage. Once you burn off fear's outermost layers, you
uncover the real goods-your fighting

heart.
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very long

rourself in harm's way, here are a few tools to help you harness the power of fear, counter its negative effects, tap its
survival juice and liberate the courage that lies in its wake.
r:tF

If you must fight back,
don't just defend-attack! And don't attack like a plaful kitten; fight like a wolverine. Wield elbows like spears, legs like
alchemy: Turn your fear into rage!

Melissa Soalt (a.k.a. Dr. Ruthless) is a 16-year veteran
instructor of practical and full-force self-defense for women.
To

learn more about her message and methods, and her Fierce

and Female videos, visit http

:

/ /www.dr-ruthless.com.
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